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Abstract

High performance machines have become available nowadays to an increasing number of researchers. Most of us might have both an access to a supercomputing center and an algorithm that could benefit from these high performance machines. The aim of the present work is to revisit all existing parallelization alternatives, including emerging technologies like software-only speculative parallelization, to solve on different architectures the same representative problem: The computation of the convex hull of a point set.
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1. Introduction

Parallelizing an algorithm is not a simple task. Although the idea of executing in parallel a sequential algorithm is always attractive, choosing the best parallel alternative is not easy and depends on the architecture of the machine we have access to. Each architecture has its advantages and drawbacks and it is not easy to develop parallel implementations that make good use of the former while mitigating the effect of the latter.

In this work we revisit manual, speculative and automatic implementation of algorithms for both shared- and distributed-memory machines. In order to be able to compare the obtained results, we have chosen a representative problem: the convex hull of a point set. Apart from being of use in many applications and fields,
the convex hull problem has revealed itself as a very versatile benchmark, since the shape of the input set determines the expected output size.

Thanks to the use of the software-only speculative engine developed by Cintra and Llanos [1], we were able to compare manual, speculative and automatic parallelization on a shared-memory system. As we will see, speculative parallelization allows to obtain acceptable speedups in the parallel execution of randomized incremental algorithms in comparison with manual procedures, with only a fraction of the software development cost. We have also evaluated the same algorithms on a distributed-memory system, making it possible to compare their scalability on both architectures.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the available parallelization schemes: Manual, automatic and speculative, and their relationship with the shared- and distributed-memory underlying architectures. Section 3 introduces the benchmarking problem we will use: the convex hull of a point set in 2D. Different algorithms are described and their time complexity analysis is given. In Section 4 we deal with the manual parallelization of the described convex hull algorithms. Both design and implementation issues are discussed. The automatic parallelization of convex hull algorithms is treated in Section 5, using both compiler-based and speculative approaches. Section 6 shows and compares the experimental results obtained for the different parallelization alternatives. The conclusions are contained in Section 7.

2. Parallel programming

In order to understand the trade-offs inherent to parallel programming, in this section we will briefly review the most common parallel architectures, together with the programming models available for them.

A parallel computer is a multiple-processor computer system supporting parallel programming. Two important categories of parallel computers are multicomputers and multiprocessors. A multicomputer is a parallel machine constructed out of multiple computers and an interconnection network. The processors on different computers interact by passing messages to each other. This architecture is also called cluster of computers or distributed-memory systems [2]. Clusters of computers can be built using commodity computers, but to achieve a good efficiency a high-speed network should be used. In contrast, a multiprocessor is a more highly-integrated system in which all CPUs share the access to a single global memory. The shared memory gives communication and synchronization support among processors. This architecture is also called symmetrical multiprocessors, SMP, or shared-memory systems [2].

Different architectures impose different programming models. Some of them are focused on efficiently exploiting the underlying architecture, sacrificing ease-of-programming and reusability, while others are more oriented to a systematic parallel software development. In the following subsections we will discuss different strategies to implement parallel programs.

2.1. Manual parallelization

Traditionally, parallel programs have been manually written using low-level communication and synchronization mechanisms. This allows expert programmers to manually optimize parallel programs for a given application and machine, achieving maximum performance. However, in order to write a parallel program the programmer should know in detail the characteristics of the architecture where the program will run and take low-level decisions about data-decomposition, scheduling, mapping and synchronization procedures. The most popular parallel tools used for implementation can be classified into two categories: message-passing library routines and multithreaded programming. The next paragraphs discuss these alternatives in more detail.

2.1.1. Message-passing library routines

As we mentioned above, a program that will run in a cluster of computers is composed of several processes, one for each processor. The common programming model used in these machines is based on the theory of communicating sequential processes using explicit messages [3]. The programming model based on this theory is called message-passing. There exist standard and widely accepted message-passing interfaces, such as MPI [4,5] or PVM [6]. They are typically implemented as portable libraries and they achieve a certain level of
abstraction over the communication mechanisms provided by the machine and the operating system. However, to achieve good performance the programmer should minimize the number of messages among processes, avoiding bottlenecks, stall conditions and idle times, and achieve good load balancing [7].

2.1.2. Multithreaded programming

Programming in a shared-memory system does not need the use of explicit messages to communicate processors. Instead, each processor may read and write on shared-memory locations accessible by all threads. The most common programming model is called multithreaded programming. Standard libraries, such as POSIX threads [8], allow a certain degree of abstraction from the underlying architecture. However, the programmer still needs to explicitly spawn threads, schedule tasks among processors and prevent deadlocks or race conditions.

Multithreaded programming has a similar complexity as message-passing programming. Programming in both ways has been shown to be difficult and error-prone. One of the main reasons is that applications are composed by independent processes which evolve without a global state (message-passing), or by threads which may interact in a different way if global breakpoints are introduced (as in the case of multithreading). Debugging such applications is more complicated than debugging sequential ones by at least one degree of freedom [9,10].

2.1.3. New trends and emerging technologies

Given the shortcomings of the programming models described above, other languages and models have been proposed to introduce a higher level of abstraction. The most promising ones are those that restrict the synchronization structures available to the programmer to increase the program analyzability, allowing the compiler to use simple cost models to drive mapping optimizations [11].

A relevant class of these restricted and structured programming models is known as nested-parallel programming models such as OpenMP [12,13], nested forms of BSP [14,15] or Cilk [16]. These models provide simple cobegin-coend-like constructs that in some cases can be nested. Communication and synchronization only occur at the beginning or end of the construct. For example, divide and conquer and other recursive-decomposition design strategies map naturally on nested parallelism. This simple composite nature is the base for more extensible parallel programming languages, that may include libraries of well-known specialized parallel structures typically known as parallel skeletons [17]. Flexible compiler frameworks that unify nested-parallelism compiling techniques have also been proposed by González-Escribano et al. [18].

Compilers for such structured models only support a limited range of parallel structures (OpenMP) or are still experimental (NestedBSP). Most of them are not yet mature to deal with highly irregular applications that can still be efficiently programmed with manual, unstructured mechanisms. For example, there are few implementations of OpenMP compilers which support nested parallelism, and some of them may present serious performance limitations [19,20]. Although there is an active research field focusing on structured parallelism, the research community has not yet agree on an architecture-independent, widely accepted structured parallel programming model or language.

2.2. Compiled-based automatic parallelization

Compiled-based parallelization moves to the compiler the complexity of generating a parallel version of a sequential program. Parallelizing compilers are available for many shared memory architectures. Most of them are exclusively focused on loop-level parallelization: they typically attempt to parallelize only DO loops in Fortran and for loops in C, with integer indexes and iteration counters known at runtime [21]. An initial data-dependence analysis determines if the candidate loop is composed by iterations that do not depend on the results calculated in previous ones of the same loop. Only loops that meet these criteria can be parallelized.

---

4 In fact, message-passing interfaces are also implemented on shared-memory architectures using specific and faster synchronization mechanisms.
safely [22]. Besides this, many compilers avoid to parallelize a loop when they estimate that the overhead produced by the execution of a parallel section may overcome any performance gain.

Sequential code parallelization may appear to be a shortcut. However, detecting data dependences in generic sequential code at compilation time is not always possible. Moreover, different sequential algorithms or solutions for the same application may present different degrees of potential parallelism. Some of them may even be inherently sequential and not parallelizable at all. Nevertheless, this approach is a major trend on parallel programming. The sequential programmers’ expertise, accumulated along decades, and the huge legacy of sequential code are important reasons to support this approach.

2.3. Speculative parallelization

The most promising technique to automatically parallelize loops when dependences cannot be determined at compile time is called speculative parallelization. This technique, also called thread-level speculation [1,23,24], assigns the execution of different blocks of consecutive iterations to different threads, running each one on its own processor. While execution proceeds, a software monitor ensures that no thread consumes an incorrect version of a value that should be calculated by a predecessor, therefore violating sequential semantics. If such a dependence violation occurs, the monitor stops the parallel execution of the offending threads, discards iterations incorrectly calculated and restarts their execution using the correct values.

The detection of dependence violations can be done either by hardware or software. Hardware solutions (see e.g. [25–27]) rely on additional hardware modules to detect dependences, while software methods [1,23,24] augment the original loop with new instructions that check for violations during the parallel execution. We have presented in [1] a new software-only speculative parallelization engine to automatically execute in parallel sequential loops with few or no dependences among iterations. The main advantage of this solution is that it makes possible to parallelize an iterative application automatically by a compiler, thus obtaining speedups in a parallel machine without the development cost of a manual parallelization. To do so, the compiler augments the original code with function calls to access the shared data structure and to monitor the parallel execution of the loop.

From the parallel execution point of view, in each iteration two different classes of variables can appear. Informally speaking, private variables will be those that are always written in each iteration before being used. On the other hand, values stored in shared variables are used among different iterations. It is easy to see that if all variables are private then no dependences can arise and the loop can be executed in parallel. Shared variables may lead to dependence violations only if a value is written in a given iteration and a successor has consumed an outdated value. This is known as the Read-after-Write dependence. In this case, the latter iteration

![Fig. 1. Speculative parallelization.](image-url)
and all its successors should be re-executed using the correct values. This is known as a squash operation. See Fig. 1.

To simplify squashes, threads that execute each iteration do not change directly the shared structure: instead, each thread maintains a version of the structure. Only if the execution of the iteration succeeds, changes are reflected to the original shared structure, through a commit operation. This operation should be done preserving the total order for each block of iterations, from the non-speculative thread (that is, the one executing the earliest block) to the most-speculative one. If the execution of the iteration fails, its version data is discarded.

The key advantage of speculative parallelization is that there is no need to develop a parallel version of an algorithm in order to execute it in parallel: the speculative parallelization engine does it automatically. Some simple adjustments, within the capabilities of modern compilers, have to be done to the sequential code. A summary of these changes follows.

Thread scheduling: For each loop, blocks of consecutive iterations should be distributed among different threads.

Speculative loads: As long as each thread maintains its own version copy of the shared structure, all original reads to this structure should be augmented with code that searches backwards for the most up-to-date version of the value being read. This operation is known as forwarding.

Speculative stores: Any modification to the shared structure performed by a thread may lead to dependence violations, if a successor thread has forwarded an incorrect value. Therefore, all writes to the shared structure should be augmented with code that searches forwards for threads that could have consumed a wrong value. If one is found, the consumer and all its successors are squashed and their execution is restarted with the correct value.

Thread commit: After executing a block of iterations, each thread should call a function that checks its state and performs the commit when appropriate.

3. The convex hull problem

In order to illustrate the different parallelization alternatives, we have chosen the convex hull problem: Given a set \( S \) of \( n \) points in the plane, the convex hull of \( S \) is the smallest convex region containing all points in \( S \). We will use \( \text{CH}(S) \) for the list of vertices of this convex region, which are known to be points of \( S \). In 2D we consider \( \text{CH}(S) \) an ordered list.

One of the reasons for the choice of the convex hull is that, in addition to be considered a main topic in Computational Geometry [28], convex hulls have attracted the interest of researchers from a wide range of areas. Among others, they have been proved to be useful in applications such as pattern recognition [29–31], including algorithms for detecting human faces [32], reading a license plate [33] or analyzing soil particles [34]; computer graphics [35–37], computerized tomography [38,39], collision detection [40], prediction of chemical equilibrium [41] or ecology [42].

Many different design approaches lead to optimal (or expected optimal) solutions. These include divide and conquer, sweep line, incremental randomized constructions, quickhull, Graham scan and many others. This fact, together with the possibility of adjusting its execution time and expected output size, makes the convex hull an excellent benchmark for testing different architectures and programming models. These adjustments can be easily done by changing the number of input points and/or the shape of the input set.

We will now review some well-known algorithms to compute the convex hull of a given set of points. For the sake of simplicity we focus on the 2D case, although all these algorithms can be generalized to higher dimensions. More details can be found, for example, in [43] or [44].

3.1. Divide and conquer algorithm

The divide and conquer algorithm is an elegant method for computing the convex hull of a set of points based on this widely-known algorithmic design technique.
Given a lexicographically sorted list of points, the algorithm proceeds in the following way: if the list has three or less elements, the convex hull can be constructed immediately. If the list has more elements it is partitioned into two halves, on the left and right halfplanes with respect to a vertical line, thus dividing the set into two equal-sized subsets (see Fig. 2(a)). These subsets are processed recursively by the algorithm. From these two halves of points we get two disjoint convex hulls, that can be merged in linear time. Hence, the overall complexity of this algorithm is optimal $O(n \log n)$.

### 3.2. Sweep line algorithm

The sweep line algorithm for constructing the convex hull relies also on the lexicographic order of the set of points. Given a sorted list of points, the convex hull is computed adding at each iteration the next one on the list. The two tangents from the point to the existing convex hull are found in logarithmic time and all edges between them are then deleted (see Fig. 2(b)). It is not difficult to see that each point produces two segments and that each segment is deleted at most once. Hence, the amortized cost for the whole computation is optimal $O(n \log n)$.

### 3.3. Clarkson et al.’s algorithm

Clarkson et al.’s is an incremental randomized algorithm. These algorithms allow to obtain simple codes which are expected to run within good time bounds, what makes them a powerful tool in computational geometry and optimization [45–47]. In their general formulation, the input of an incremental randomized algorithm is a set of elements (not necessarily points), for which a certain output needs to be computed. The main feature is that the elements are added in random order, determined by the choice of a random permutation at the beginning. The algorithm proceeds incrementally by adding the input elements one by one and obtaining the intermediate results.

One of the most efficient and easy to implement randomized incremental algorithms for the construction of convex hulls is due to Clarkson et al. [48]. We describe now briefly the algorithm (more implementation details can be found in [49]).

Given $S$ a set of $n$ points in the plane, let $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n$ be a random permutation of the points in $S$, and call $R_i$ the random subset $\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_i\}$. Suppose $\text{CH}(R_{i-1})$ is already computed and we want to compute $\text{CH}(R_i)$. Point $x_i$ can be inside or outside $\text{CH}(R_{i-1})$. If it is inside, obviously $\text{CH}(R_i) = \text{CH}(R_{i-1})$. Otherwise, $x_i$ is on the boundary of $\text{CH}(R_i)$. All edges in $\text{CH}(R_{i-1})$ between the two tangents from $x_i$ to $\text{CH}(R_{i-1})$ should be deleted and these two tangents should be added into $\text{CH}(R_i)$. See Fig. 3(a).

The main idea on Clarkson et al.’s algorithm is to keep an auxiliary structure that helps finding, in expected $O(\log n)$ time, some edge between the two tangents visible from the new point $x_i$ (see Fig. 3(a)) and keeps track of all edges created during the construction of the hull $\text{CH}(R_{i-1})$. For each edge in $\text{CH}(R_{i-1})$, two pointers are kept for the previous and next edges in the hull. But when an edge should be deleted these pointers indicate the two new edges in $\text{CH}(R_i)$ that caused its deletion. See Fig. 3(b).

On each iteration the algorithm follows the path from the first triangle constructed to the point being inserted and outputs, if this is outside, one edge that is visible from the point. This way, the cost of searching
for the tangents will be amortized, since all visited edges will be deleted, and we can reach the expected $O(n \log n)$ time bound [48].

4. Manual parallelization of convex hull algorithms

As we showed in Section 2, there are two ways of exploiting the parallelism inherent to a sequential algorithm: to manually develop a parallel version or to rely on automatic parallelization to do it. In this section we will center our analysis in the manual development of parallel versions of the convex hull algorithms described in the preceding section.

4.1. Design issues

4.1.1. Sorting in parallel

Sorting plays an important role in many algorithms. Executing sorting algorithms in parallel has attracted the attention of researchers during the last thirty years (see, for example, [50,51] or [52]). There is a high dependence on the underlying architecture when choosing a sorting algorithm. Distributed-memory algorithms pay a high price for communication. Hence, low intercommunication profile algorithms are needed. In this work we will use the parallel Mergesort algorithm to sort points in our distributed-memory environment, since it has been proved to show better performance on small or medium-size clusters of computers despite its simplicity [53].

On the other hand, using a shared-memory system does not suffer from communication bottlenecks. We have chosen parallel odd-even transposition (POET) for sorting the input set in our shared-memory system. This algorithm is a parallel variant of bubble sort, simple to implement and with a good performance [51].

4.1.2. Sorted-input, parallel convex hull algorithms

We have seen in Section 3 that the sweep line and divide and conquer algorithms need a sorted input set. Once the set of points is lexicographically ordered, we have to design how to divide the work among processors. We will split the input set into $p$ vertical strips, each of them with $n/p$ points, where $p$ is the number of processors. Each processor applies then the corresponding sequential algorithm in $O(n/p \log(n/p))$ time. When finished, we obtain $p$ disjoint convex hulls that can be merged as in the last step of the divide and conquer strategy in time $O(p^2 \cdot O(n/p)) = O(n)$, keeping the $\Omega(n \log n)$ lower bound.

4.1.3. Parallel Clarkson et al.’s algorithm

Clarkson et al.’s complexity analysis relies on the randomness on the insertion order of the points. Thus, in parallel, each processor will be given $n/p$ different points chosen at random. Since the input set is no longer sorted, the partial convex hulls obtained are not disjoint and we need a different procedure to merge them.

Our design proposal is to apply again Clarkson et al.’s algorithm sequentially in the merging step. A key observation is that the size of the partial convex hulls is smaller than $n/p$. Actually, we can determine the order of their size depending on the original shape of the input set: [54,55] prove that the expected size of $CH(S)$ is $O(k \log n)$ for $n$ points uniformly distributed in a $k$-gon, and $O(\sqrt{n})$ in a disc. Hence, the expected cost of this extra execution will stay below the overall cost.

Fig. 3. Clarkson et al.’s algorithm: (a) adding a new point to the convex hull; (b) growth of the convex hull (auxiliary structure shown in dashed lines).
4.2. Implementation issues

After discussing design issues in order to compute different solutions of the convex hull algorithm in parallel, now we will discuss how they can be implemented using different programming models. We will focus on implementations using highly-efficient manual parallelization with standard unstructured techniques, such as message-passing and multithreading programming. Explicit parallel solutions programmed with structured programming languages such as OpenMP can be straightforwardly derived from the manual implementations described here, with similar performance trends. In conjunction with the techniques described, we will use the master–slave paradigm [56] for distributing tasks among processors.

4.2.1. Manual parallelization: message-passing

This parallel programming tool assumes a distributed-memory model. Data should be manually distributed among processes explicitly by messages and partial results should be sent back to a single process to be merged. One of the main issues to consider when using a message-passing library is related to the details about grouping data to be sent on contiguous memory positions to form a message buffer. The programmer should also properly couple send-receive operations to avoid mismatched communications.

Master–slave paradigm can be easily programmed with message-passing. A general description of its implementation follows. The message-passing library assigns a different number to identify each process. This descriptor can be used by each process to recognize itself as the master or a slave. Data is read and partitioned by the master in as many parts as the number of available slaves reported by the library. The data fragments are then sent to their corresponding slave processes. These slave processes simply receive the data, compute local results and send them to the master. Only when all slaves have returned the partial results, the received solutions are merged sequentially in the master.

Parallel convex hull implementations of both, sweep line and divide and conquer algorithms, has typically two master–slave stages: one for a parallel-sorting followed by a second one that computes in each slave the convex hull of a set of disjoint points. Clarkson’s algorithm does not need sorting. Thus, it is implemented as a single master–slave stage with a considerable reduction in the number of messages.

It is worth noting that implementing communications with a message-passing library is not always straightforward. One of the most common problems is how to transfer blocks of unpredictable sizes, such as the convex hulls generated by each slave. Thus, in general each data transfer between processes should be decomposed into two consecutive messages: one containing only the size and a second one with the data.

4.2.2. Manual parallelization: multithreading

On the other hand, multithreading assumes a shared-memory model. In multithreaded programs the main process spawns as many threads as the number of available processors, assigning a particular task to each one. As any thread can access to any portion of data, the issues to be considered now are related to thread synchronization. Shared memory is now used to indicate to each thread the location and sizes of the data which it should work on.

Master–slave paradigm can also be safely implemented with multithreading. Typically, the main thread acts as the master and it directly spawns other threads that run the slave program. There is no need of self-identification by number. The slave threads should wait while the master reads the input data and computes the data-partition limits. After notifying the slaves to begin the process, the master should also wait in order to merge the results, using synchronization mechanisms provided by the library, such as semaphores and barriers.

Communications between master and slaves are carried out by writing and reading on specific shared memory locations. This communication should be carefully matched in order to avoid difficult-to-debug race conditions.

As we showed in the message-passing case, convex hull algorithms with sorted input need two master–slave stages to complete the task. However, as more master–slave stages are issued the cost of spawn-join threads becomes more significant. For these situations it is generally more efficient to spawn threads only once and use barrier mechanisms to synchronize between consecutive master–slave stages.
5. Automatic parallelization of convex hull algorithms

5.1. Compiled-based automatic parallelization

As we showed in subsection 2.2, this technique consists of using a parallelizing compiler to obtain a parallel version of a sequential algorithm. We compiled the C version of our convex hull algorithms with a state-of-the-art parallelizing compiler, the Sun Forte Developer 7 C compiler [21], using the -xautopar and -xdepend options to generate a parallel version of the sequential code.

None of the loops that appear in the code was automatically parallelized by the compiler, due to different reasons. Some of them were not recognized as for loops suitable for parallelization, others have multiple exit points and the remaining loops presented possible data dependences among iterations. Consequently, the compiler refused to generate a parallel version of these applications. Table 1 summarizes the results.

5.2. Speculative parallelization

To evaluate the speculative parallelization techniques, we chose the incremental randomized algorithm by Clarkson et al. Among the different algorithms described to solve the convex hull problem, only this one is suitable for speculative parallelization, because the remaining algorithms work with sorted input sets, thus producing dependences between each two consecutive iterations.

Clarkson et al.’s algorithm, described in Section 3.3, relies on a structure that holds the edges composing the current convex hull. Whenever a new point is added, the point is checked against the current solution. It is easy to see that this structure should be shared among different iterations. If the point is inside the hull, the current solution is not modified. Otherwise, the new convex hull should be updated with two new edges. From the speculative execution point of view, most times a new point modifies the convex hull the parallel execution of subsequent iterations should be restarted, thus degrading performance. Fortunately, as execution proceeds new points are less likely to modify the current solution and large blocks of iterations can be calculated in parallel without leading to dependence violations. This is why speculative parallelization is a valid technique to speed up the execution of this kind of algorithms.

In order to compare the performance of the speculative version against the sequential algorithm, we have implemented a Fortran version of Clarkson et al.’s algorithm, augmenting the sequential code manually for speculative parallelization [57]. This task could be performed automatically by a state-of-the-art compiler. A complete and detailed description of these operations can be found in [1]. Results are shown in Section 6.

6. Experimental results

To compare the behavior of the algorithms studied on different architectures, we have implemented parallel versions of the divide and conquer, sweep line and Clarkson et al.’s algorithms. Different versions of each algorithm have been implemented (see Table 2): message-passing and multithreaded as manual parallelization versions, and compiler-based and speculative as automatic parallelization versions.

We have used two different input sets to compare these algorithms. The first one is a set of \( n = 40 \) million random points in a square, where the final convex hull is expected to have size \( O(\log n) \). The second one is a set of \( n = 40 \) million random points in a disc, where the final convex hull is expected to have size \( O(\sqrt{n}) \). We will
not analyze degenerate cases like sets of points on a circle. Smaller input sets were not considered, since their sequential execution time took only a few seconds in the systems under test. On the other hand, the use of bigger input sets leads to similar results in terms of speedup [57], so we do not consider them either. The sets of points have been generated using the random points generator in CGAL 2.4 [58] and have been randomly ordered using its shuffle function. Consequently, the expected performance of these sets is the same as for any other with the same shape and size.

Times shown in the following sections represent the time spent in the execution of the entire applications. The time needed to read the input set and the time needed to output the convex hull have not been taken into account. The applications had exclusive use of the processors during the entire execution and we used wall-clock time in our measurements.

6.1. Shared-memory system setup

The shared-memory versions of our applications were executed on a Sunfire 15 K symmetric multiprocessor (SMP). This system is equipped with 52 UltraSparc-processors at 900 MHz, each one with a private 64 KByte, 4-way set-associative L1 cache, a private 8 MByte, direct-mapped L2 cache and 32 GByte of shared memory. The system runs SunOS 5.8.

The speculative version of the application was compiled with the Forte Developer 7 Fortran 95 compiler, with the following optimization settings for our execution environment: –O3 –xchip=ultra3 –xarch=v8plusb –cache=64/32/4:8192/64/1. The remaining versions were compiled with the Forte Developer 7 C compiler, with the following optimization settings: –xO3 –xchip=ultra3 –xarch=v8plusb –cache=64/32/4:8192/64/1.

6.2. Distributed-memory system setup

The distributed-memory versions of our applications were executed on an IBM Regatta system. This system is composed by 50 IBM p690+ Regatta nodes, each node with 32 processors. The p690+ nodes are equipped with IBM Power4+ processors, each one running at 1.7 GHz clock rate, with a private 32 KByte, 2-way set-associative data L1 cache, a private 64 KByte, two-way set-associative instruction L1 cache, a shared L2 cache and 1 GByte of memory per processor. The system runs AIX OS.

The message-passing versions of the applications were compiled with the VisualAge C compiler, version 6, with calls to MPI library routines. We used the following optimization settings for our execution environment: –q64 –o3 –qarch=pwr4 –qhot.

6.3. Sequential performance

Table 3 shows the time spent by each sequential algorithm. The performance of the algorithms evaluated is very different. Surprisingly, Clarkson et al.’s algorithm is much faster than divide and conquer and sweep line algorithms, despite having a worst-case $O(n^2)$ complexity. It is also worth noting the difference in the execution time spent by the Power4+ processor of the Regatta system with respect to the performance of the UltraSparc-III processor of the Sunfire system. The difference in speed is not only due to the processors but also to the different optimizations performed by each compiler on the source code.
6.4. Performance of the algorithms on the shared-memory environment

Fig. 4 shows the performance results of the algorithms considered in terms of relative speedups. The results show that the parallel Clarkson et al.’s manual implementation has the best scalability, with a maximum performance of 14.57× for 32 processors when processing the disc input set and an even better performance of 21.18× for 32 processors with the square input set. Meanwhile, the divide and conquer and sweep line algorithm performances are very similar. Finally, the speculative version of Clarkson’s algorithm gives a maximum performance of 3.13× for the disc input set and 6.02× for the square input set. Although not as high as the performance of manually parallel versions, this performance is quite good considering that the parallelizing compiler was not able to extract the inherent parallelism of the sequential algorithm, thus giving a speedup of 1×.

To better evaluate the relative importance of sorting vs. computation in the performance of divide and conquer and sweep line algorithms, Fig. 5 shows the time consumed by both algorithms in each stage of the disc-input-set processing. Both real and normalized time are considered. The results show that sorting consumes most of the time. The normalized bars also show that the scalability of the sorting stage is slightly worse than the one of the convex hull computation.

6.5. Performance of the algorithms on the distributed-memory environment

Fig. 6 shows the performance results of the algorithms considered in terms of relative speedups. The results show that the parallel Clarkson et al.’s manual implementation has again the best scalability, with a maximum performance of 15.16× for 64 processors with the disc input set and 23.05× for 64 processors with the square input set.

The main differences with shared memory are in the performance of the parallel version of the divide and conquer and sweep line algorithms. The maximum performance obtained is below 1.7× for all configurations. The reason is the poor performance of sorting algorithms in distributed-memory machines, motivated by the need of physically sending the data to be sorted to each slave. Shared-memory systems, on
the other hand, allow each slave to work on their particular memory region, avoiding communication overheads.

Finally, Fig. 7 shows the time consumed by divide and conquer and sweep line algorithms at each stage of the disc input set processing. Both real and normalized time are considered. These times include the commu-
communication overhead at each stage. The results confirm that sorting scales much worse than the two convex hull algorithms in a distributed-memory environment.

7. Conclusions

In this work we have reviewed the parallelizing techniques available nowadays. We have seen that distributed-memory systems require a good knowledge of the problem to be solved, carefully balancing the work to be done on different processors, avoiding the transfer of big data sets and mistrusting apparently simple tasks like sorting. On the other hand, shared-memory systems force a careful synchronization among processors. We have seen that speculative parallelization helps us using a shared-memory system without requiring manual parallelization of the algorithm, since it will automatically try to execute it in parallel. Our results show that programs can be significantly accelerated with this technique, even those where compilers are unable to find any parallelism. The elementary restriction is that the portion we want to execute in parallel should not be inherently sequential.

We have also introduced a new benchmarking problem: The convex hull of a set of points in 2D. Several algorithmic techniques can be applied to this problem, each one being a different challenge for each architecture. Moreover, the size or the shape of the input set can be changed in order to test the behavior of the system.
we are dealing with. Thus, we can easily increase the sequential execution time or change the complexity of the output, while being able to predict their order theoretically.
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